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“Humans of New York” “We are all Humans”

Narrative Walk-thru:

 As visitors arrived at the MCNY, they will be 
continuously lead to the second floor by the mannequins 
indoor, where the exhibition takes place. Upon walking into 
the second floor right wing gallery hall, visitors will first be 
welcomed by the title wall at the end of the hallway with 
an illustration of a silhouette composed of faces from the 
HONY stories. The images composed by these faces can 
either be the shape of a human casting his/her shadow or 
the shape of the island of Manhattan with its shadow cast as 
a person. The intent of this illustration is to communicate the 
main message of this exhibition, that the image of New York 
City is composed by the Humans of New York. And by using 
Stanton’s works, “one story at a time”, we can truly represent 
the larger image of New York by highlighting every single 
story.

 As visitors walk into the gallery hall, they will first be 
attracted by the colorful wall on the left, with scrolls hanging 
down from the ceiling. These translucent screens bear the 
selected works of Stanton’s that represent the six key 
elements that he has explored: empathy, support, happiness, 
regret, struggle and celebration. In between these six screens, 
there is one empty screen. It is a cutout, looking out the 
existing window. This special screen is to prompt visitors’ 
minds to start thinking about what their connection is to 
the exhibition by asking: “What’s your story? What are their 
stories?”
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